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today, when the knowledge of the gym shoes for everyone to introduce their players signature shoes special article - IversonAllen< p
> in the NBA this long Forest Alliance, there is no any small child to be able to let a person so touching, but Iverson come, let a person
changed all that. Iverson 's speed, flexibility, and the magnificent breakthrough make people drunk, and each time he scored the most
sensitive nerve. On November 2, 1996, Iverson first appeared in the NBA official game, along with his, Reebok for the first time a
rookie design signature shoe, question 1, he in the game scored 30 points and six assists, the team has 110 to 103 over lost the
game. But after the game let people understand, the Philadelphia 76ers team is a team with a person, it can only is Allen & middot;
Iverson's team, in the history of the NBA, there is no which rookie like Iverson as determines a team's success and honor. In the last
paragraph of the rookie season, Iverson called stunning, continuous five games of the game is to score more than 40 points, which
broke the Chamberlain that year hit the rookie record. After the end of the regular season, Iverson's scoring, steals all rookie ranked
first, and finally there is no dispute will be the rookie of the year trophy in the bag. Question 1 has two versions of Mid and Low.
Question Mid The is the first pair of shoes designed by Reebok for Iverson. Marks the transparent outer bottom to leave a deep
impression on people. Before and after the mid in bottom embedded hexalite damping cushion, which is commonly known as
"honeycomb" buffer system, the internal structure of honeycomb design inspiration comes from the honeycomb of the basic geometry
- hexagonal structure. This structure can be ground and human pressure evenly dispersed, providing a strong effect of cushioning. In
particular, Mid Question is used by the soles of the shoes wrapped in a large area of the shoe side of the air cushion, so that players
can move around when the foot can also be fully supported. The pair of shoes from the appearance, or the overall performance are
Iverson themselves and consumers praise. As the IVERSON signature shoe for the mountains, Question Mid has become the classic
course. < p > in order to create a more suitable for Iverson's squad. In 1997, 76 person of team began in Iverson arrived in the
second year for change: invited Larry & middot; brown, and sent the Iverson and power struggle, Stackhouse, the introduction of
Coleman and Ratliff this kind of practical players, they in the future become Iverson's right-hand assistant. And Allen Iverson also
ushered in the Reebok to offer him the new assistant -- 1 answer, this record Iverson rookie season extraordinary achievement shoes
Iverson will bring in the new era -- a belongs to the era of the "answer". Back to that year, the 76 team's tactical system gradually
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